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 I arrived in McMurdo via Pegasus Field in the evening of January 13, 2006, on a 

C-17 from Christchurch, New Zealand.  During my stay, I spent each afternoon and 

evening at the forecasting office, interacting with the forecasters and conducting some 

real-time validations of the AMPS products, particularly the moisture fields.  The primary 

objective of this field season was to better understand the skills in AMPS moisture 

prediction, to validate the new pseudo-satellite product generated here at Ohio State, to 

better understand clouds in the interior of the continent, and to gain feedback on the 

performance of WRF during its testing phase.  Unfortunately, the WRF model has not 

been used in great detail during this field season due primarily to low band-width issues 

that limit the amount of data that was set up for automatic download.  Because of these 

restrictions, only the 20km Ross-Beardmore and the 6.6km Western Ross Sea grids of the 

Polar MM5 were set up for automatic download, and only the main products from these 
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grids were downloaded.  Fortunately, they routinely downloaded the pseudo satellite 

product, which allowed for a good examination of its performance on the 20 km grid. 

 

Some weather events and AMPS performance 

General Feedback from Forecasters on AMPS performance during the 2005-2006 field 

season 

I spent a great deal of time talking with the forecasters on AMPS performance 

throughout the field season.  They noted that the model does a very good job with the 

circulation patterns associated with the Ross Low and lows that sit over the Ross Ice 

Shelf, and generally well with moisture patterns from these systems as observed in the 

relative humidity fields (at 1 km and surface), as these features align fairly well with the 

satellite imagery.   However, the model does a much poorer job with weak forcing, which 

is the primary weather pattern that impacts operations.  Notably, AMPS had a problem 

for several weeks this season when it was not yielding a usable forecast when there was 

the absence of any strong synoptic forcing in the region (perhaps a blocking high pressure 

center was located away from the region).  No strong lows infiltrated the region, but 

many fog events formed and other low level cloudiness.  These errors were noted from 

mid December through the first week of January.  Although the upper level circulation 

was depicted fairly accurately, the low level circulation was erroneous.  During this time, 

the forecasters relied heavily on the use of the satellites to make forecasts.  The model 

realigned itself better with the satellite track when a low pressure came across and caused 

60kt winds at Fosdick, a geological research camp near Cape Colbeck, as has been 

documented in email correspondence recently.  The forecasters also noted that the 
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meteograms are downloaded for nearly every grid and are a powerful forecast product 

that is used for nearly every forecasting scenario. 

During my stay, I personally noticed that in general the model initialized well and 

provided good forecasts throughout the first three days.  After this period, the model 

tended to bring in stronger weather conditions, be it winds or precipitation which do not 

always validate.  Ken Edele did note that the January weather here at McMurdo has been 

very calm over all, and the model has performed well, much better than in December, 

when conditions were not as good. 

 

Specific events during my stay 

January 16-17, 2006: The Ross Sea Low and a Mesoscale Induced Low Cloud feature 

During the first half of my stay, a Ross Sea low oscillated about the boundary of 

the Ross Sea and the Ross Ice Shelf.  It occasionally brought snow and stronger winds to 

the runways, but did not affect the conditions in town too much.  AMPS did a good job of 

depicting the low level moisture and 1000ft cloud deck as seen on the 1km relative 

humidity field.  The forecasters use this field a lot and it generally verifies well.  It is able 

to capture a good portion of the local effect on the 6.6km grid, especially the wrap around 

effect near Ross Island.  Notably, the meteograms had a small amount of forecast snow 

around local noon on the 16th associated with the low cloud advection; very light snow 

was observed at McMurdo and at Williams field.   

The model was skillful in predicting the north-south movement of the pressure 

center, and generally captures the intensity.  However, towards the end of the forecast 

cycle during these days the model erroneously strengthened the low substantially, in 
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terms of pressure, winds, and associated precipitation.  As an example, the 15/12z 

forecast predicted 50kt winds at Williams Field, which did not verify.  Winds jumped up 

to around 20 kts, which was in agreement with the meteograms.  The 50kt forecast was 

from the tables on the 2.2 km grid, whereas the meteograms are generated from the 20km 

grid.  The model must have had some local flow occurring from barrier flows…but no 

strong winds (and certainly not 50kt winds!) were observed. 

On the afternoon of the 17th, low clouds advected into the region (not fog, but a 

cloud deck around 1000 feet).  The Ross Sea Low moved north off the Ross Ice Shelf 

while a ridge propagated onto Victoria Land.  The model captured these large scale 

features quite well (Fig. 1).  However, the ridge propagated much farther onto the 

continent as seen in satellite imagery, while the model tried to pull it back out towards the 

end of the forecast cycle.  Associated with the ridge was low-level flow off the continent 

onto the Ross Sea (Fig. 1a).  The flow accelerated as it approached the edge of the 

continent, and became a katabatic wind event blowing down both Reeves and Priestley 

Glaciers, generating clear conditions off the coast near Terra Nova Bay.  This westerly 

low-level flow interacted with the synoptic circulation by the low, which turned the 

winds northerly, thereby creating a weak mesoscale high that formed between northern 

Ross Island and Franklin Island.  This mesoscale feature is observed in the satellite 

imagery as a clear region, but is not identifiable in the model circulation fields (Figs. 1-

2).  In turn, this mesoscale high generated northern flow down the Sound, which advected 

clouds into the region (Fig. 2). There was a southbound C-17 and with the current low 

level cloud deck, this caused a bit of anxiety in the weather office.  However, the 

conditions did improve to visual flight rules, and the plane landed fine. The satellites 
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showed the clouds moving in, but since the area was quite moist, the clouds developed 

quickly and thus the reason for the anxiety.  

As stated earlier, the clouds were advected from the north down the Sound in a 

typical advection fog scenario.  The model showed easterly winds between McMurdo and 

Minna Bluff (on the 6.6 km and 2.2 km grids, not shown) and did not aid in predicting 

the cloud event.  Additionally, the winds down McMurdo Sound in AMPS were the 

wrong direction: the model predicted southerly flow in the Sound but observations 

indicated northerly flow associated with the mesoscale high pressure to the north (Fig. 2).  

The wind pattern in the model was dominated by the synoptic forcing from the Ross Sea 

Low, which according to satellite observations has moved off the Ice Shelf north over the 

open sea:  it has moved more today than in the last three days combined.  There is not 

enough low level moisture in the predictions in the model at all grids, which also lead to 

more of the surprise in the formation and advection of the low clouds.  The pseudo 

satellite product did not show any clouds coming into the area, despite the fact that the 

cloud base product generated some clouds, albeit from a different direction. 

The position of the low and its movement north off the Ross Ice Shelf did in fact 

validate very well with the satellite imagery (Figs. 1 - 2).  The model captured the general 

synoptic pattern of the system quite well.  The forecasts showed the system weaken it as 

it moved north, dying out around 6Z on the 00z 16th forecast.  The model maintained 

large scale flow, and because the ridge didn’t propagate as far south in the model runs, 

the interaction in the surface circulation did not appear.   The model had quite dry 

conditions in the Sound, with strong southerly / southeasterly flow.  It generated some 

moisture along the Transantarctic Mountains, but this was because there were weak 
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surface easterlies, and the moisture was simply building up in the region.  Notably, there 

was weak easterly flow from the latest sounding, but this has of course changed, and the 

wind is currently from the north here in McMurdo (currently = 5:10 pm LST, January 

17th).   

Although the 16/12z model runs did a better job of depicting the moisture on the 

east side of Ross Island, the problems on the west side of Ross Island in McMurdo Sound 

remained the same:  too dry, strong southwesterly flow, easterly flow to the south of Ross 

Island, which dammed moisture up against the mountains (not validated by satellite 

imagery).  The ridge also did not penetrate far enough south.  The problems are noted on 

all of the grids (20km Ross Beardmore, 6.6km Western Ross Sea, and the 2.2km Ross 

Island).  By the following day, the ridge and associated surface high pressure center 

dominated the weather pattern. 

 

January 20-26: The Siple Low 

 The Siple Low began to develop on the afternoon of the 19th, what the forecasters 

term “Siple-genesis”. On the 20th, the low was just starting to form, and in its initial 

stages the ceiling was only 500ft at Siple Dome.  The 12z Jan 19 forecast projected the 

low to develop and move off the Siple coast, following the path of the Ross Air Stream 

over the Ross Ice Shelf, and bending up north towards Ross Island at the end of the 

forecast cycle.  The model suggested that the system could bring in some cloudy and 

windy weather by the end of the weekend, but the overall system wasn’t projected to 

grow that strong. 
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The 20km Ross Beardmore grid 12z 19 January forecast produced a near barrier 

wind event, although the wind speeds weren’t terribly strong.   The model showed a jet 

coming from off of the Siple coast associated with the Siple low, which by the end of the 

forecast cycle is sitting on the eastern edge of the Ross Ice Shelf.   The max winds 

remained close to the mountains all the way up the Ross Ice Shelf and curved around 

Minna Bluff.  At this point, the winds were on the north side of the low, and eventually 

continued out to the Ross Sea and around into the Amundsen Sea. 

On the 20 and 21st, the Siple low moved off Siple Dome and intensified.  On the 

21st, observations (mostly satellite imagery) indicated it moved just west of the Siple 

coast, with low clouds and a synoptic scale cyclonic circulation clearly defined.  There 

were a few smaller scale eddies embedded in the large scale circulation on the Ross Ice 

Shelf as seen on the imagery. The 12z/20th run captured the current position and overall 

intensity of the low, and projected the low moving NNW over the Ross Ice Shelf, ending 

up near the divide between the ice edge and the Ross Sea, where the model forecasted 

additional strengthening of the system.  During the strengthening phase, the local 

pressure gradient is increased, especially on the west side of the low near Ross Island.  

Thus, the meteograms showed an increase in the wind speeds to above twenty knots 

through the middle to the end of the forecast cycle.  At the time, the on-duty forecaster 

believed that the model was overdoing the wind predictions.  Additionally the system was 

fairly dry in the model, so from its guidance it was still uncertain how it would impact 

operations. 

On the 22nd, the ridge pattern is still dominated the local weather with high 

clouds, plenty of sunshine, and above freezing temperatures.  The Siple Low was still 
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observed, further north than the previous day, but remaining well south and east of the 

area and thus not significantly impacting the weather in the region.  The 22/00z forecast 

weakened the barrier wind that it had predicted on the previous forecast.  In the middle of 

the forecast hours, the forecasted low-level winds actually pulled away from the 

mountains around Byrd glacier and advected into the Siple Low.  The forecasts also 

trended for fairly dry conditions and relatively calm weather in the region, as was 

previously noted.  Notably, the Siple Low was blocked from moving further north due to 

the presence of an upper level ridge north of the area. 

 In the evening of the 23rd, a weak upper level trough / shortwave moved over the 

area (at 8:30 pm local).  The effects were very localized, and only a small band of clouds 

and some light snow were observed extending from Minna Bluff over Black and White 

Islands and The Royal Society Range and as far north as Ross Island.  The disturbance is 

trekked fairly quickly up and out of the area and conditions cleared first at Williams 

Field.   

Unfortunately, the model did not forecast this first shortwave passage, most likely 

due to its quite localized and relatively weak nature: the system itself only brought a brief 

snow shower into town.  However, it was the only snow that has occurred since my 

arrival nearly a week and a half ago.  In the model, the Siple Low did not weaken in the 

forecasts until the hour 102 (4+ day forecast from the 22/00z fun).  At this time the 

system weakened at the surface, but the upper level low at 500 and 300 hPa moved 

directly over Ross Island.  This guidance suggested that the system would thus impact the 

weather towards the end of the week. 
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 A series of additional shortwave troughs moved in on the 23-24 of January, again 

with little impact on the overall weather.  The model performed fairly well in depicting 

the timing and movement of these troughs, as evidenced on the 850 hPa height / moisture 

field.  Even though the model tracked the low incorrectly, it did a good job of bringing in 

some shortwave troughs that increased the low to mid level wind speeds—as depicted in 

the throughout the troposphere (300 hPa – 850 hPa).  However, by the 24th, the Siple low 

was over the Ross Sea (a northward movement), quite different that what previous model 

forecasts had predicted (a north-northwest movement towards Ross Island).  Associated 

with this, the model had stronger forecast winds and precipitation associated with the low 

moving over us, but since the tracking was off, these conditions did not validate.   

By the end of the 24th, the low was starting to move farther south towards 

Roosevelt Island (the north-south oscillation similar to observed with the previous Ross 

Sea Low), back to where previous model forecasts had it positioned.  The upper level 

ridge that was moving east across the Ross Island area acted to steer the low back south.  

The 12z/23 January model run predicted that this low would again move near to our area 

in the next few days, largely due to the blocking over the eastern Ross Sea.  However, 

there would have to be quite a bit of changes in the large-scale pattern for this to occur, as 

there was still fairly substantial ridging over the western Ross Sea as well, which was 

weaker in the model and was moving east faster than observed.  Thus, the forecasters 

thought it more likely that the low would move south and remain there until some driving 

force acted to move it west towards Ross Island. 

The model did readjust / initialize to the large scale environment, since the 00z/24 

forecast the low did not move as far west towards our area.  Further, the moisture field 
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lined up fairly well with the clouds observed in the satellite imagery from this forecast, 

particularly at the 600hPa and 700 hPa levels.  The model continued to forecast the 

passage of a shortwave trough.  During this event, the model predicted above surface but 

still relatively low-levels winds to be quite strong (around 40kts); the surface winds were 

predicted to be lower in intensity.  Additionally, the low to mid-level moisture was 

forecasted to build up in the Windless Bight area to above saturation (with respect to ice), 

giving credit to the potential for snow to develop, or at the very least, intense low level 

cloudiness.  In this case, the strengthening predicted by the model with the passage of this 

shortwave trough did occur, and it brought some decently exciting weather into the area 

on the evening of the 24th, which persisted through the 25th.  The weather led to the 

cancellation of many intra-continental flights and operations, the first and only large 

weather related cancellations during my stay (there were of course, prior cancellations to 

remote camps and field sites, but not to the South Pole).  During the peak of the storm on 

the 24th in early evening (Fig. 3), there were light to moderate snow showers with low 

ceilings.  The low-level and surface winds intensified; observations of sustained wind at 

Black Island peaked above 50kts, but have quickly dropped down to below 30kts within 

20 minutes.  They had observed gusts over 60 kits at Black Island, an important site due 

to the general rule of thumb that when strong winds blow at Black Island, its going to 

snow in the McMurdo region.  Additionally if the winds pick up, there is a good chance 

for blowing snow as well.  The model handled the higher winds fairly well; however, it 

forecasted them to be much more persistent than what the observations indicated: there 

were a few hours when the winds dropped below 20kts that the model did not capture. 
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The weather eventually cleared on the 26th, as the shortwave trough moved out of 

the area.  Notably, on the 26th, the Siple Low started to move closer to Ross Island.  The 

weather was calm for most of the 26th, but as the low approached the winds increased, 

and with the freshly falling snow, blowing snow conditions developed.  Thus, the 

model’s prediction of the low moving over us did validate, although the model had 

predicted this evolution too early, and each subsequent run, after adjusted / initialized to 

the observations, again tracked the low over the Ross Island area.  It wasn’t until the 27th 

that it actually began to produce stronger sustained winds (over 20kts), lower visibilities, 

low clouds, and moderate blowing snow.  My C-17 flight was delayed a few hours, but 

landed in a moment of relatively calm conditions.  The offloading took less than an hour, 

and I was on the aircraft heading north in little time.  I wasn’t at the office to work with 

the forecasters on predicting the timing of this clearing, but I imagine it was determined 

primarily from satellite imagery, and secondly from the model data. 

 

The pseudo satellite product and its performance 

Al Hay, a seasoned forecaster, uses the pseudo satellite product and has conducted 

some validations of the product with the satellite data on a forecast to forecast basis (thus 

nothing really documented).  Overall, he likes the product better than the cloud base 

product, which has so many colors and contours that it makes it difficult for him to 

distinguish cloud layers.  He uses the pseudo satellite for precipitation enhancement.  If 

thicker clouds are coming in as seen on the product, then he will often increase the snow 

intensity or accumulation.  He noted that the pseudo satellite product also has the 
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advantage over the cloud base product by showing the intensity of clouds, not just where 

the cloud ceilings are. 

During my stay, I validated every available 00z forecast for the pseudo satellite 

product.  The forecasts were validated by constructing simultaneous loops of the pseudo 

satellite product (on the 20km Ross Beardmore grid) with the “Siple” satellite imagery 

given to me by the forecasters.  This imagery’s domain nearly aligns with the 20km 

domain.  It is also a DMSP infrared image, allowing for better detection of the clouds and 

their features.  The blackout period when no imagery is available occurs roughly between 

00-03z each day.  To check for internal dynamical consistency within the model, I also 

validated the pseudo satellite product in the same fashion as described above with the 

surface pressure / precipitation field and the 1 km relative humidity field.  These fields 

allowed me to detected differences in the position of the pressure centers compared to the 

observations, and thereby discern how these differences impacted the depictions of 

clouds.  Further, the use of the precipitation field allowed me to see if there were any 

areas where precipitation was forecasted, but no clouds appeared in the pseudo satellite 

product.  Although precipitation without clouds is common in Antarctica, it is more 

common during the winter and in the interior.  Thus, it is safely assumed that areas of 

forecasted precipitation that were occurring without clouds observed on the pseudo 

satellite product were areas where the pseudo satellite product was deficient in producing 

clouds.  Similarly, I compared the 1 km relative humidity field with the pseudo satellite 

product to see if the presence or absence of clouds in the pseudo satellite product were 

directly tied (as they should be) with the moisture field. 
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Overall, my general findings (in agreement with Al Hay, the forecaster who has 

used the pseudo satellite product the most extensively) were that the low level clouds are 

under-predicted in the pseudo satellite product, especially over the Ross Ice Shelf and the 

interior of the continent.  Further, often the low clouds as depicted in the product do not 

match up with the satellite imagery.  When they do match up, they are generally tied to 

strong synoptic forcing: clouds that form in weak forcing that match up with concurrent 

satellite imagery are likely to be more coincidence than actual good forecasts.  The errors 

in the low clouds are likely due to the fact that the product was developed for the larger 

grid (originally the 30 km grid), and was not focused on the Ross-Beardmore grid.  Since 

the hydrometeors that are used in predicting the clouds for the pseudo satellite product 

are a function of the horizontal grid spacing, it is valid that they will be different on the 

finer resolution.  However, as the product was developed, its contouring levels were set at 

a fixed constant optimized for the larger grid.  This could lead to the under-prediction at 

the finer resolution. 

However, the higher level clouds (defined as high integrated cloud ice content) 

are predicted with noteworthy skill.  The skill is highest for clouds that are seen over the 

Southern Ocean and Ross Sea region, slightly lower for high clouds that penetrate onto 

the continent or Ross Ice Shelf, and the lowest for the high clouds that are in the interior.  

However, even over the interior, generally it was found that high clouds that appeared on 

the pseudo satellite product had a representation on the satellite imagery.  The converse is 

not necessarily true, since clouds occasionally appeared on the satellite imagery but did 

not appear in the pseudo satellite product.  Generally, this error was associated with dry 

conditions in the model, and not deficiencies in the pseudo satellite product. 
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The above general conclusions are outlined quantitatively in Table 1.  Here, a 

simple subjective validation routine was employed to observe the performance of the 

pseudo satellite product.  In this scheme, a rating of +1 was assigned to those forecasts 

where the variables aligned well with the satellite imagery (either indicating the presence 

or absence of clouds and/or humidity).  A neutral rating (0) was given to those forecasts 

that were less aligned with the satellite imagery, but still forecasted the variables in the 

approximate region indicated on the satellite imagery.  A rating of -1 was applied to 

forecasts that did not align well or were completely opposite of the conditions depicted in 

the satellite imagery.  These validations were performed for 35 different forecasts, 

utilizing the 12, 36, and 60 hour forecasts from each 00z initialization I downloaded 

during my stay.  The comparisons were also made by region to detect if different 

underlying surfaces or locations demonstrated higher forecast skill / model performance.  

The regions can loosely be defined as displayed in Fig. 4.   

Table 1 confirms the fact that the pseudo satellite product has the least skill in 

predicting the low cloud positions, as there are the most -1 and 0 ratings for low clouds.  

Notably, the skill of predicting the low clouds is the lowest over the Ross Ice Shelf and 

West Antarctica, largely due to the persistence of low clouds in these regions.  Notably, 

the model often does not often depict sufficient low level moisture in these regions 

(indicated by the relative high counts of -1 and 0 relative humidity ratings), thus it is 

likely that a significant portion of the error here is associated with insufficient moisture in 

the model forecast fields and not a problem in the way the pseudo satellite product 

depicts and displays clouds.  Over the remaining interior, the skill of the low clouds also 

favors inaccurate predictions (the dominance of -1 over 0 and 1 ratings); however, these 
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locations (East Antarctica, South Pole Region) have relative humidity forecasts that are 

more aligned with satellite imagery.  Thus, there is often low level moisture in the model, 

but the pseudo satellite product does not generate any low clouds.  This indicates an error 

in the pseudo satellite product in these regions, and may be tied to the presence of 

supercooled water that the model does not (for unknown reasons) depict as integrated 

cloud water (or even as integrated cloud ice), and thus would under-predict the 

occurrence of low clouds in the pseudo satellite product. However, it is currently 

uncertain to what extent supercooled liquid clouds exist in the Antarctic; thus the 

problem could also be linked to the way which clouds are in general depicted in the 

pseudo satellite product.  In this case, the error would reflect the fact that these low level 

clouds in the interior exist in the model and in the real world as ice crystals, thereby 

erroneously depicted as high clouds in the pseudo satellite product.  To account for this, a 

better contouring scheme of the integrated cloud ice may need to be employed to better 

detect these low cloud features in the interior. 

Table 1 also demonstrates that the high clouds are depicted with marked skill over 

the Eastern Ross Sea, the East Antarctic coast, and in the South Pole Region.  The skill is 

less in regions that are commonly cloudy, namely the Western Ross Sea, West 

Antarctica, and over the Ross Ice Shelf.  Notably, the latter’s skill is reduced by the 

model’s inconsistent performance in predicting high clouds along the Transantarctic 

Mountains and over Ross Island.  Again, the deficiencies in these regions can be related 

to an overall dry bias (indicated by similar performances in the relative humidity field) in 

the model, and not a problem in the way the product displays clouds. 
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 Rather than describe each of the individual validations, the discussion below will 

only focus on the pseudo satellite forecasts that most and least aligned with the satellite 

imagery.  Of those that I examined, the 17/00z validates very well, while the 21/12z loop 

displays perhaps the lowest skill. 

 

17/00z Loop  

The model captures all the high clouds and their movements well during this loop, 

making it the best of those I validated.  There is a shortwave trough associated with a 

large low pressure in the Amundsen Sea.  This trough stretches east to west across the 

Ross Sea, and a band of high clouds develops and propagates ESE with the trough across 

the Ross Sea, eventually colliding into the Transantarctic Mountains north of Ross Island.  

The shape, intensity, and movement of these higher clouds are impressively depicted in 

the pseudo satellite product (Fig. 5 #1).  There is also a band of high clouds that protrude 

onto the East Antarctic Coast near Dumont D’Urville, which demonstrate some 

anticyclonic turning but for the most part remain in the region during the forecast cycle.  

These clouds are also well-represented in the pseudo satellite product (#2 in Fig. 5). 

The low clouds in the Ross Sea are depicted with some skill, particularly the band 

moving north along the Transantarctics up to Cape Adare (Fig. 5 #3).  However, the low 

clouds over Siple Dome (associated with the formation of the Siple Low) and South Pole 

(part of the band of low clouds that were in the region during my visit) are not depicted in 

the model (not shown due to blackout period), again indicating the problem of capturing 

low-level clouds over cold ice surfaces and the interior. 
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21/12z Loop 

There are a few large scale features that the pseudo satellite picks up fairly well 

during this loop (Fig. 6); however, many distinct features are not captured.  Those that are 

well depicted are:  the bands of clouds that protrude onto East Antarctica and move 

across the northern extent of the domain (#1 in Fig. 6) and some high clouds also 

observed between the Pole and Weddell Sea and grid northerly portions of West 

Antarctica (#2 in Fig. 6).  As seen in many of the other loops, there is not any of the 

cloud liquid water (low level clouds in the pseudo satellite product) over the Ross Ice 

Shelf, and this variable over the Ross Sea covers more of a larger surface area than 

observed in the imagery (and randomly may align with the imagery in places).  However, 

there generally there is a good movement of the low-level clouds / moisture to the east in 

the model in the Ross Sea, in alignment with what is observed in the imagery.  Notably, 

the pseudo satellite product appears to capture a circulation in the low level moisture that 

is briefly seen in the imagery moving across the Ross Sea (#3 in Fig. 6).  However, this 

circulation shows up with much clearer conditions than what the pseudo satellite 

displays. 

Some of the features that the loop does not capture well (Fig. 6): 

1.  The low to mid level clouds over Minna Bluff in the early forecast hours and the band 

of cirrus that moves along the Transantarctic Mountains during the late forecast hours. 

2.  The clouds over the Pole, although these aren’t very thick or vast in coverage. 
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3.  The clouds over the Ross Ice Shelf.  Again, there is a lot of moisture in the model as 

seen in the 1k relative humidity plot, but there isn’t any type of cloud associated with this 

moisture.  This is the common problem I’ve noted in the skill of the pseudo satellite 

product. 

  

 The trip to McMurdo was very beneficial in regards to gaining a better 

understanding of the overall performance of the pseudo satellite product.  Having the 

satellite data readily available, along with the benefit that the domain of the satellite 

imagery aligns with the Ross-Beardmore grid, facilitated the ease of performing the 

validations.  Overall, it can be noted that the performance of the high clouds seems to 

align well with the imagery and the model dynamic and moisture fields.  Even on the 

interior of the continent, clouds predicted in the pseudo satellite verify fairly well with 

high clouds in concurrent satellite imagery, although the shape and form of the clouds is 

simplified in the model. 

 The low clouds are much more randomly predicted, and there is a marked 

disparity between the model and the satellite observations of low level cloudiness over 

the Ross Sea and over the ice surfaces, both on the Ross Ice Shelf and in the interior.  

However, the surface and 1 km relative humidity fields, and occasionally the 

precipitation field, will all demonstrate significant moisture over ice surfaces when there 

are observed low level clouds in the satellite imagery (particularly over East Antarctica 

and the South Pole Region), even if there is no reflection of this in the pseudo satellite 

product.  Thus, a more in-depth examination of the values of cloud integrated water is 

needed to understand how to display this variable over ice surfaces so that it better 
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reflects observations and the moisture seen in the model.  Additionally, the general lack 

of the cloud liquid water in this domain needs to be further investigated.  This problem is 

related to the underlying fact that the product was originally designed primarily for 

synoptic scale systems indicated by the cirrus clouds associated with the frontal bands in 

the Southern Ocean, and not for a more continental environment that the Ross-Beardmore 

grid encompasses.  

 

Trip to the South Pole – Clouds over the Polar Interior 

 I took a short day trip to the South Pole Station on the 18th of January.  The main 

goal of the trip was to observe the weather office and instrumentation at the station, and 

to gain information from the weather observers about the clouds over the interior.  

Fortunately, on the 18th there were a series of low level clouds moving through and 

accompanying ice crystal showers.  The clouds were very thin on the day of my visit 

(Fig. 7), and the observers indicate that the sun is nearly always visible through any cloud 

deck / layer.  Thin clouds are the normal type of cloud observed at Pole due to the fact 

that the ice crystals that compose them are very fine and small.  The ice crystal showers 

occur often even without clouds are barely noticeable unless you look at them towards 

the sun.  The ice crystals also generate impressive optical phenomena, and while I was 

there on my first trip outside to look at some instruments, there was a heavy ice crystal 

shower which produced a magnificent double halo and an arc on the outer rim of the 

outer-most halo. 

 The weather office (Fig. 8) is composed of a meteorology manager and three 

weather observers.  The observers take routine 6-hourly synoptic reports, and hourly 
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observations are recorded during the summer.  Special observations are taken on a case-

by-case basis.  

The radiosondes are the only instruments at the South Pole that measure moisture.  

Currently, both the South Pole and McMurdo weather observers use the RS92 

radiosondes.  The hygrometer in this type of a radiosonde responds more quickly to 

changes in humidity than the older RS80 series radiosondes, which helps to provide 

better relative humidity measurements in the cold, dry Polar atmosphere.  However, even 

the surface temperatures are cold at Pole, and thus there is some uncertainty in the 

humidity measurements from the radiosondes at lower altitudes than observed at 

McMurdo.  The weather observers at South Pole note that by the time the radiosondes 

reach 300 hPa, they commonly record a relative humidity below 1% and thus could 

measure a dry bias.  There is a nearby Raman lidar that also measures moisture (water 

vapor mixing ratio), but this data is part of a NOAA project and not routinely available to 

the meteorology department and not public domain.  However, the few checks that the 

observers have conducted with the radiosonde versus the lidar indicate that the quality of 

the radiosonde moisture measurements is acceptable near the surface and up at least 400 

mb. 

 Regarding the clouds at the Pole, the observers indicated that there is no distinct 

seasonality to the clouds in any sense (percentage cover, thickness, height, etc.).  

Although there is a ceilometer at the Pole, it does not provide useful data.  Rather, it often 

reports erroneous clouds at the surface (due to the backscatter of the signal from ice 

crystal showers and blowing snow) or misses the clouds entirely (due to their thin nature) 

and reports consistent clear conditions.  Because of the cold, dry conditions, even high 
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clouds rarely form above 6,000 ft (high clouds are generally observed from roughly 3,400 

feet – 6,000 feet).  The low clouds (less than 1,500 feet) are commonly associated with 

intensified ice crystal showers, and move the fastest.  Fog isn’t as common at the Pole as 

it is in McMurdo, due primarily to the drier atmosphere.  Clouds rarely impact the 

operations; generally the operations are impeded by blowing snow, which is a fairly 

common phenomenon.   Cloud coverage reports are generated as part of the synoptic 

reports every six hours, given in octas of sky coverage.  It is expected that similar 

subjective decisions between the various degrees of cloudiness exist here as at any other 

site where cloud coverage is reported.   

 Although the observers at South Pole do not work with AMPS, they have 

observed its performance occasionally.  Because internet access at the South Pole Station 

is restricted to periods when the satellites are above the horizon (generally 12 hours a 

day), they do not have as much access to the model as the forecasters in McMurdo 

(although the bandwidth issue is certainly causing access problems there as well).  

However, during the winter, one of the observers looked at AMPS at a fairly routine 

basis.  They noted that it does a good job with the winds at Pole, and the temperature 

trends are accurate (i.e., the model does a good job of predicting warming or cooling), 

even if the magnitude of the temperature for any forecast may not be accurate.  

According to the limited experience of the observer with AMPS, they thought that overall 

moisture is depicted fairly well at the Pole, and particularly if there was a deck of high 

clouds, the model generally showed an area of higher relative humidity at the Pole.  Ice 

crystal showers can occur with or without clouds, but the heaviest showers occur with 
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low cloud layers.  Snow rarely does forms at Pole, but larger ice crystals can occur (also 

quite rare) if there is more moisture. 

  

Summary 

 Although one of the main objectives of this field season was not able to be carried 

out (validation the performance of WRF real time), the trip to McMurdo and South Pole 

was one of the most productive for Ohio State.  Even though the weather was mild during 

my stay, there were a few unique events as outlined here that were interesting.  The 

model performed very well during my visit, largely due to the fact that strong synoptic 

forcing controlled the main weather in the area.  Deviations from this environment 

allowed for a good examination of the model’s performance, especially in the moisture 

fields which are quite variable and dependent on the local circulation. 

 The trip also proved very successful for gaining important information, feedback, 

and real-time validations of the new pseudo satellite product.  Through the experience, it 

was learned that the high ice clouds are well-captured, sometimes with remarkable skill, 

in the pseudo satellite product.  The skill in the prediction of these clouds decreases 

slightly in colder, drier environments (as on the interior), but even here clouds predicted 

by the model generally align with clouds in concurrent satellite imagery. 

 It was also learned that the low-level clouds indicated by the cloud liquid water 

content are predicted with much lower skill than the high cloud / cloud-ice counterparts.  

The extent of this error needs further validation but is probably in part tied to the fact that 

the depiction of cloud liquid water needs to be calibrated for the finer 20 km grid.  

However, little to no cloud liquid water appears over ice surfaces.  This may be a major 
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shortcoming of the model and it needs further study on how to represent low-level 

cloudiness over ice surfaces. 

 Lastly, the trip to the Pole provided a unique experience to observe the 

substantially different nature of clouds over the interior.  It also provided the ability for 

much needed communication and discussion of the moisture measurements taken there, 

which would have been more difficult to discuss remotely. 
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low high rh low high rh low high rh low high rh low high rh low high rh
-1 30 8 9 19 5 0 24 4 1 31 0 9 10 5 3 18 7 5
0 4 14 14 5 8 10 4 11 12 4 14 15 21 7 7 12 13 16
1 1 13 12 11 22 25 7 20 22 0 21 11 4 23 25 5 15 14

Eastern Ross Sea Western Ross Seaforecast 
skill

Ross Ice Shelf East Antarctica South Pole Region West Antarctica

Table 1.  Quantitative forecast validation for the pseudo satellite product for the regions 

defined in Fig. 4.  Low = low clouds (cloud integrated liquid water), high = high clouds, 

and rh = 1 km relative humidity from the 20 km Ross-Beardmore grid. 
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Figure 1.  AMPS 17/00z 6 hour forecasts of a) 300 hPa heights and vorticity b) surface wind
speed.  The 300 hPa plot clearly shows the upper level ridge over Victoria Land, but the 
mesoscale high that forms as a reaction of this flow and the surface low pressure is absent in
surface wind field, which leads to the wrong wind direction of winds in McMurdo Sound 
(i.e., model predicts southerly flow when northerly winds were observed).



Figure 2.  The synoptic and mesoscale environment that lead to the low cloud
advection down McMurdo Sound (indicated by green arrow).  
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Figure 3.  a) AMPS 24/00z 18 hour forecast of 850 heights, winds, and relative humidity (with 
respect to ice).  b) DMSP satellite imagery valid at 1726z on the 24th.  Although the low pressure
center is slightly misaligned in the model, it does a good job of capturing the shortwave trough
and associated high winds and moisture.  
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Figure 4.  Locations of the regions used in performing the quantitative validation of the 
pseudo satellite product.  1: Ross Ice Shelf; 2: East Antarctica; 3: South Pole Region
4: West Antarctica; 5: Eastern Ross Sea; 6: Western Ross Sea.
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Figure 5.  a) AMPS 17/00z 42 hour pseudo satellite forecast [valid at 18/18z] and b) DMSP satellite 
infrared satellite image valid at 18/1802z.  The numbers refer to clouds depicted by the model and
their representation in the satellite imagery.  See text for details.
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Figure 6.  a) AMPS 21/12z 45 hour pseudo satellite forecast [valid at 23/09z] and b) DMSP satellite 
infrared satellite image valid at 23/0836z.  The numbers refer to clouds depicted by the model and
their representation in the satellite imagery.  See text for details.



Figure 7.  Digital image of myself at the ceremonial South Pole. In the background is the new 
station which is still under construction.  The overcast conditions demonstrate the character
of high clouds over the interior: very fine ice crystalline structure which do not fully obscure
the sun.



Figure 8.  Digital image of the South Pole meteorology office.


